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(ABSTRACT)

One hundred fifty-six adolescent respondents from

the Virginia Mennonite Conference were surveyed regarding

their perceived influences of their attitudes toward

sexuality and the Mennonite Church's position on various

sexual issues. The adolescents were more sure of their

own beliefs about sexuality than they were about the

church's position. The church was not perceived as a

major source of influence on their attitudes when

compared to friends, the media, and the family. A

comparison of early and late adolescents did not reveal

any significant difference in the amount of perceived

influence of the church. The gender of the respondent

was not found to differentiate significantly on any of

the variables under investigation. The type of school



the adolescent attended--either public orMennonite-—wasrelated

to a difference in the response to beliefs about

premarital sex and pregnancy outside of marriage.

Students at public schools held more accepting views on

these issues.
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ADOLESCENTS' SEXUAL ATTITUDES: A MENNONITE SAMPLE

Introduction

The period of adolescence has long been recognized

as a period of identity formation, value clarification,

and the formation of life-shaping decisions. One of the

most demanding tasks for the adolescent is to make

decisions and to clarify values regarding sexuality.
I

Adolescents receive stimuli for value shaping from

parents, peers, teachers, and extended family members,

from organizations such as clubs, scouts, churches, and

athletic teams, and from media such as television, radio,

records, books, and magazines.

Of particular interest to this author are sexual

values as they are reflected by a young person's

involvement with the Mennonite church. Will the

individual with close ties to this denomination have more

or less conservative attitudes about sexual matters than

those who do not have close church ties?

I
I
I

I
I I

I
I
I
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The aims of this research were:

1. to survey adolescents whose families

are members of the Mennonite Church in

regard to their perceptions of influences

on sexuality;

2. to examine the influence of age group

on sexual attitudes; and,

3. to survey the adolescents regarding

perceptions of the church's position on

various sexual behaviors.

Significance

Where do adolescents learn about sexuality? What

values do they absorb from their sources of education?

Many would answer that parents need to be their

children's sex educators. Although that is a commendable

goal, the fact remains that many parents do not start

early enough with information; if they do communicate,

they do not make the communication clear enough

especially concerning sexual intercourse, contraceptives,

or sexually transmitted diseases. Further, they do not

provide the standards or the context by which young

L _ .
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people may make their own decisions. In this regard, the

Child Study Association of America (1974) advised:

There is a special quality of intimacy of

significance about sex, and this makes it

difficult for many people to deal with it

comfortably. Even small children recognize

this and sense our discomfort. It is important

to recognize one's own feelings honestly and to

be as candid with children as possible. If

[parents] find it impossible to do this, it

might be desirable to ask for help from some

person close to the family. (p. 21)

Carton and Carton (1971) stated that after 2 weeks

in a 12—week course parents reported having family

discussions for the first time about issues regarding

sexuality. Although parents desire to be the sex

educators of their children, many lack good models and

effective skills to make such a role a reality.

Some persons offer the church or synagogue as the

agency for sexual education. However, few denominations

1
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have made an effort to include this subject in their

religious education curriculum. Nevertheless,

a few denominations have programs about

sexuality for teenagers, and occasionally these

are held for both the teens and their parents.

Outstanding is the kit, "About Your Sexuality,"

produced by the Unitarian—Universalist

denomination. A number of main—line

denominations use the material on sexuality

produced by the United Methodist Church.

(Sawin, 1981, p. 531)

The Mennonite Church has not been silent on the

issue of sexuality and values. In the Sunday School

curriculum for youth and special programs of study for

ages above the junior high level, the topic has been

covered in some detail (Neufeld, 1985). There remains a

reluctance on the part of some adults to discuss this

pertinent issue with teenagers in the context of the

church.

How does the young person who has attended a

Mennonite Church regularly, has been involved in youth

activities (vacation Bible school, camp, Mennonite Youth

Fellowship meetings), and has absorbed family attitudes
‘

p
I

I
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which may have been biased by the church, perceive the

influence of these factors?

ln the past, Mennonite teenagers were rigidly

shielded from "the world" by close family ties and by

detailed church guidelines for dress, behavior, and

activities (Kauffman & Harder, 1975). To some extent,

this prevented the Mennonite youth from dealing with

sexuality issues in the way other adolescents did. As

the years passed, these boundaries receded resulting in

Mennonite young people assimilating many of the fashions,

entertainment modes, and sexual mores of the culture

around them. At this time, many of the same problems and

needs of adolescents in the wider society are experienced

by Mennonite youth (Kauffman, 1981).

Most studies conducted on the Mennonite population

have been done with college students or adults (Kauffman,

1978; Mast, 1983). In 1984, a systematic sample survey

was distributed to Mennonite adolescents across the

United States. Several items on this survey related to

devoutness and to sexual issues, but did not address the

issue of the origin of influence (Welty, 1984). No study

has been recorded which has dealt exclusively with

adolescent issues concerning sexual attitudes and sources

of value influence. An earlier study sought answers to
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questions from AOC Mennonite high school juniors about

family life (Handrich & Martin, 1983). The present study

was designed to provide information needed by a decision-

making board (Board of Family Life Resource Center) of

the Virginia Mennonite Conference. The information

should be helpful in planning sex education programs for

adolescents.
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Review of Literature

Several studies dealing with adolescents' values,

religion, and familial influence on sexuality were

reviewed. Studies which have previously been done on a

Mennonite population were particularly important.

Four hundred and five high school students in a

large Midwestern suburban area were the respondents to a

questionnaire distributed by Elias and Elias (1975).

They found that this group of adolescents held religious

values which affected the way they behaved sexually. The

predominant reason for their sexual behavior would be

that these adolescents had internalized the beliefs and

values in which their church had instructed them. The

value systems of both the church and the family would

lead to intense concern over actions that would violate

these values.

Hoge, Petrillo, and Smith (1982) reported that "all

research shows that values in the area of sex and family

are more closely associated with religious beliefs than

values in any other nonreligion area" (p. 572). They

examined patterns of parent—child value transmission

using 254 mother-father-youth triads gathered from

Catholic, Baptist, and Methodist churches.

7
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Denominational membership predicted children's publicly

stated values more than did their parents' values,

suggesting that value socialization takes place in

cultural subgroups more than in nuclear families. The

questionnaire by Hoge et el. included items on religious

beliefs and parent—adolescent relationships but only two

dealt directly with sexuality.

In a study of 375 16-18 year old Australian

adolescents, deVaus (1983) assessed the relative impact

of parents and peers for adolescent religious

orientation. He found that there was no evidence to

support the view that adolescent religion is a product of

a distinctive youth subculture. In the realm of

religious beliefs, parents were more important than

peers. These results were compared to Turner's (1964)

study in which parents were found to be more influential

than peers on value/belief items, Coleman's (1971)

assertion that the adolescent is "dumped into a society

of his peers" (p. 147), and Rosen's (1955) study of

Jewish young people. deVaus constructed a religious

activities index on the basis of the respondents'

frequency of church attendance, prayer, Bible reading,

and asking God for guidance. He also asked the
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respondents to list "those people who have helped you

feel the way you do about religion and to rank the two

most important" (p. 150).

Daughterty and Baugher (1984) asked 127 college

students about general attitudes toward sexuality

expressed by three potentially influential sources--

church, parents, peers. The results showed that females'

general attitudes about sexuality tended to resemble the

attitudes they believed their peers held more than they

resemble the views they heard expressed by their

parents. The males' attitudes tended to be more closely

related to those views they perceived being expressed by

their parents than to those attitudes they heard

expressed by peers. The lack of influence of the church

was somewhat surprising to the researcher. Perhaps it

was due to the fact that the subjects' devoutness was not

measured. This devoutness could be measured by regular

church attendance, the amount of personal integration of

the church's doctrine, frequency of prayer and feeling

close to God, and making lifestyle decisions in accord

with the church's teaching. For an adolescent who has

done this, the church may be a major influence on sexual

attitudes and behavior.
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Daughterty and Baugher (1984) presented four

sentences to their respondents and asked them to rate on

5-point scales the extent to which each of the three

potential sources (church, parents, peers) of

sexualattitudes communicated that message. These four

sentences were: (a) premarital sexual intercourse is

bad or wrong; (b) sexual intercourse is pleasurable or

fun; (c) there are problems connected with premarital

sexual intercourse (pregnancy, loss of respect, emotional

difficulties); and (d) premarital sexual intercourse is

okay--lots of people engage in it. 'These items thus

assessed the extent to which the subject perceived that

each of these sources generally communicated positive or

negative sexual attitudes.

Mast (1985) studied the adult members of Virginia

Mennonite Conference, exploring the needs for a family

center operated by the conference. This study revealed

that these members have experienced problems with

physical health, career choice and/or work situation,

marital relationships, and parenting. The programs and

services that are often available to couples and families

received a moderate rating of adequacy by the ones who

have used these services. Many persons are not using the

limited services that are currently available through
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community and church agencies. These and other findings

prompted the organization of a planning board to

establish a center which will provide both direct and

indirect services to members and to the community. The

Family Life Resource Center is tentatively scheduled to

open in July 1987.

Mast‘s study sampled 1073 persons from a membership

of 5300 persons, age 18 and above, using a stratified

sampling method. ln the current study adolescents who

participated in church youth group activities were

surveyed in order to examine the perspectives of the

adolescent population. The findings should provide

important information for the Family Life Resource Center

planning, directing it in providing services that are

needed by teenagers.

The theoretical rationale for the present study was

based on social learning theory. 0f particular interest

to this study were the adolescents‘ perceptions of

sources of influence on beliefs regarding sexuality and

the congruence of their beliefs with those of the

Mennonite Church. Maccoby & Martin (1983) reported that
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Although it can be shown that children grow up

to share a number of their parent's attitudes,

including political or religious orientation,

much of the similarity can be explained by the

similar sociocultural milieu in which both

parents and children live. (p. 8)

Thus when the parents and church are in agreement it is

more likely that the children will accept the values

heldby both. A single model is seldom the sole source of

influence. Therefore, it is not surprising that the

behavior of a child's mother or father is often not taken

as prescriptive for behavior. Children observe a number

of potential models, many of them outside the family.

As Maccoby & Martin (1983) stated

The child needs to build a prototype, and

indeed if the behavior of the parent does not

correspond to the prototype that emerges from

observation of many exemplars ...we may expect

that the parent's behavior will be discarded as

a model for this class of behaviors. (p. 9)

1
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Further, Maccoby and Martin (1983) stated

when parents avoid making themselves the source

of authority, but instead draw their children's

attention to the realistic constraints imposed

on their behavior by the natural environment,

we may assume that they are training their

children to make internal rather than external

attributions. (p. 54)

Young adolescents may not be willing or able to

identify the church or parents as influential factors in

their thinking about sexuality. By seventeen or eighteen

years of age, however, the adolescent may be able to

recognize the source of influence and attribute influence

to others. As adolescents mature, the likelihood of

their possessing internal control increases (self-

selection of values). The present study compared the

perceptions of the two age groups--the early adolescents

(14 years old and younger) and the late adolescents (17

years and older).

Research Questions

The questions which this study addressed are:

1. To what extent do the adolescents perceive

that external influences have been 1

important in their choice of sexual values? Y
1
1
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2. As a group, what are the adolescents'

perceptions of:

(a) the Church's position on the

acceptability of various sexual

behaviors?

(b) their own beliefs and the

acceptability of various sexual

behaviors?

3. What differences exist between early

adolescents and late adolescents in their

perceptions of external influences?

The dependent variables in this study were

perceptions of: external vs. internal influence,

church's position, and the adolescents' own beliefs. The

independent variables were: age level, gender, level of

devoutness, socioeconomic level, urban or rural settings.



Methodology

Population and Sample

As of January 1987, the Virginia Mennonite

Conference had 550-600 adolescents, 13-18 years of age.

The 74 congregations are clustered around Harrisonburg

and the Tidewater area, and are dispersed throughout

Virginia, North Carolina, 0hio, and eastern West

Virginia.

The present study used a stratified cluster

approach similar to one used by Mast (1985) in obtaining

a sample. This approach ensured that a mixture of

geographical locations, socioeconomic levels, and sizes

of congregations were included. The congregations were

stratified by population size (large or small) which was

determinined by the number of adolescents in each

congregation as reported by the Virginia Conference

office records. Any congregation with 10 or more

adolescents in the youth group was classified as large.

0f the 74 churches, 35 (47%) were considered small, and

40 (53%) were classified as large.

The congregations were also stratified by

geographical setting (rural or urban). To determine the

rural/urban stratification, any town or city in the

mailing address of the church with a population count of

15
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over 10,000 was considered urban. The population

estimate was found in a road atlas (Rand McNally Road

Atlas, 1986). of the 40 large churches, 23 (58%) were

urban, 17 (42%) were rural. A table of random numbers

was used to select 12 (52%) of the 23 urban churches and

9 (53%) of the 17 rural churches. Ten (29%) of the small

churches were randomly selected using a random numbers

table with no designation as to rural or urban.

0n March 1, 1987, a pilot test of the questionnaire

was given to 14 teenagers, including a cross-section of

ages, genders, and types of school attended. Problems

with the instrument and the administrator's explanation

were noted and changes were made where necessary.

Data Collection

On March 7, 1987, 402 questionnaires were mailed to

the youth leaders of 31 congregations. The following

items were included in the packet: (a) a letter from the

Virginia Mennonite Conference Youth Minister encouraging

their cooperation (Appendix A); (b) a letter of „

instruction from the researcher to the youth leaders

(Appendix B); (c) copies of a letter to the adolescents‘

parents including a detachable parent permission slip

(Appendix C); (d) copies of the questionnaire
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(f) an envelope labeled for the parental permission

slips; and, (g) a postage-paid envelope for the return of

the completed questionnaires. The parental permission

letters and consent forms were required by federal I

regulations because adolescents are considered to be a

"vulnerable" population. Adolescents are legally minors

and parental permission must be obtained prior to

engaging adolescents in any investigative activities

(maii, 1967).
Group administration of the questionnaire was done

during youth meetings. Questionnaires and envelopes were

distributed by the youth sponsors (leaders) to the

adolescents who brought the signed parental permission

slip. Administrators were asked to:

1. Give only the verbal explanations provided

by the researcher, so that all participants

received the same instructions.

2. Instruct participants to:

a. omit an answer to any item they don't

wish to answer;
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b. answer each item as seriously and

thoughtfully as possible because

inacccurate responses will hurt the

research project;

c. be assured of anonymity and

confidentiality because the

administrator does not read

questionnaires (they are sealed in an

envelope in the presence of the

adolescents and immediately mailed to

the researcher);

d. refrain from any discussion while

answering the questionnaire by moving

to separate areas of the room if

necessary; and,

e. complete the questionnaire immediately

and place it in an envelope provided by

the researcher.

3. Collect complete questionnaires in

individual envelopes and return them to the

researcher in a postage-paid envelope.

In the letter to the youth leaders, the deadline for

all questionnaires to be returned was set at April 7,
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1987. On that day, 11 follow—up phone calls were made to

congregations which had not returned the questionnaires.

Postcards were sent to the youth leaders in two

congregations which were difficult to reach by phone.

Four large urban churches returned their materials

and did not participate in the survey. Two other

churches were selected to replace these. One large rural

church and two small churches also returned their

questionnaires uncompleted. Due to time constraints,

none of these three were replaced. The last

questionnaires were received by April 25, 1987.

Instruments

A review of literature revealed no instrument

appropriate for the purpose of this study. Examples of

possible items were found in the Mennonite Church Youth

Survey (Welty, 1984) and from Attitudes of Youth toward

the Church (Hoge, Petrillo, & Smith, 1982). Items were

developed to gather data pertinent to the research

questions, regarding intra- and extra—familial influences

on sexual beliefs. A panel of experts——persons who are

knowledgeable in the field of adolescence, family, and

education--reviewed the questions for appropriateness.

The questionnaire is included in Appendix D.
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The questionnaire consisted of ratings, rankings,

and open-ended questions. The first two questions were

general in nature, asking the adolescent to respond to an

overall perspective of how much the congregation

influenced them and their beliefs about sexuality. The

next major section asked them to indicate how acceptable

certain sexual behaviors were to them and how they

perceived the church as a whole to accept these

behaviors.
An alphabetical list of 10 sources of influences

provided the items for ranking the six most important

influences on their beliefs about sexuality. The intra-

familial influences were father, mother, parents jointly,

siblings, and self. The extra-familial ones were

minister(s), friends, school teachers, movies, books,

television, and other.

Four specific sexual behaviors (premarital sex,

contraceptive use, masturbation, and homosexual acts)

were listed with seven possible sources of influence

(church, father, friends, media, mother, school setting,

no one other than yourself). The adolescents were asked

to indicate how much each factor had influenced them,

using a four—point continuum from not at all to very

much.
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A section of questions regarding their involvement

and attachment to the Mennonite Church indicated their

level of devoutness to the church. The questionnaire

ended with a section of demographical information and a

question about which programs the adolescent would

participate in if offered by the church.

Analysis

To examine research question 1, "To what extent do

the adolescents perceive that external influences have

been important in their choice of sexual values?",

frequency distributions were done on the ranking and the

rating scale sections.

To determine the answer to research question 2, "As

a group, what are the adolescents' perceptions of: (a)

the Church's position on the acceptability of various

sexual behaviors? and (b) their own beliefs and the

acceptability of various sexual behaviors?", frequency

distributions were done on the rating scale sections.

To examine research question 3, "What differences

exist between early adolescents and late adolescents in

their perceptions of external influences?", chi—square

testing was done on all the items to compare ages 14

years and younger with those 17 years and older. Chi-

square testing was also done by gender and school type.
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Results and Discussion

Description of Sample

One hundred fifty-nine completed questionnaires were

returned out of the 355 questionnaires which were sent to

the congregations. Eighty-one of the 159 returned

questionnaires (51%) were sent from the large urban

churches; one of these was not usable. Sixty-eight

questionnaires (43%) were returned from the large rural

churches; two of these questionnaires were not usable.

Ten questionnaires (6%) were returned from the small

churches.

In the total of 156 usable responses, 67 (44%)

respondents were male and 84 (56%) were female (5 omitted

this information). The age breakdown is shown on Table

1. Most of the respondents were in the 15-16 year old

category. Seventy-two (48%) currently attended a public

school; sixty-eight (45%) attended a Mennonite school; 5

I (3%) attended a private school; and 6 (4%) had graduated.

The devoutness of the respondents was indicated by

their answers to several questions. Most respondents

(125, 81%) had two parents who were members of the

Mennonite Church; 17 (11%) had one parent who was a

member. Of the adolescents themselves, 104 (68%) were

22
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Table

1Freguencies and Percentages by Ages of Respondents

Age Number Percent

12 2 1.3

13 8 5.3

14 29 19.2

15 3Ä 22.5

16 37 24.5
17 23 15.3

18 12 7.9

19 5 3.3

21 1 0.7

missing 5

Total 156 100.0

members, with 28 (18%) planning on joining the church at

sometime in the future, 15 (10%) being unsure about their

plans to join the church, and 3 (2%) attending without

being members. Two (2%) omitted this information.

One hundred and twenty-seven adolescents (81%)

attended activities with Mennonites, including Sunday

morning services, four or more times a month. From a
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list of activities, the ones most frequently chosen

were: Mennonite Youth Fellowship meetings (146, 96%),

Sunday School (141, 93%), worship services (138, 91%),

church-related camp (118, 77%), social activities (111,

73%), and summer Bible School (108, 71%).

When asked how frequently the adolescents read the

Bible, 114 (77%) read it weekly or more often. Eighty-

three (55%) engage in daily personal prayer and 52 (34%)

pray with others weekly. Reading devotional books and

books about Mennonite beliefs or by Mennonite authors is

done infrequently with 49% and 85% respectively never

engaging in these activites.

In response to the question of how well the Church

meets their needs, 63% said that they experience

fellowship with God in the worship service and 37% said

they did not. Eighty—eight (61%) reported a feeling of

sharing with Mennonites during the worship service and 75

(52%) experience worship, fellowship and spiritual

growth. Thirty—seven respondents (26%) said that their

needs were not met in church at all.

Fifty—one (33%) of the respondents' mothers were

reported as housewives which was the most frequently

named occupation category for mothers. 0f the 105 (67%)

mothers who were employed, 35 (33%) were in the
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professional and technical field, and 24 (29%) did

clerical work (Bureau of the Census, 1982). The others

were employed in various other types of occupations.

Only two fathers were unemployed. Forty-nine (35%)

of the respondents' fathers worked in an occupation in

the craftsman category. The next highest category was

the professional and technical field with 43 (31%); the

administrators and managers category was next with 22

(16%). The others were employed in a variety of other

occupations.

The respondents were asked to choose which programs

on sexuality they would attend if offered by the Church.

Their first choice was a film series (84, 56%); their

‘second choice was retreats (46, 31%); third choice was

classes (36, 24%); and the fourth was parent and teen

workshops (14, 9%). Eleven (7%) thought that this

subject should not be discussed at all.

Findings

The adolescents reported that they believe that hugs

and kisses between members of the opposite sexes are

acceptable and that the church accepts those behaviors

too (Tables 2 and 3). They were almost equally divided

on the acceptability of hugs and kisses between members
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of the same sex and attributed the same balance to the

church.
However, adolescents' beliefs about the

acceptability of several sexual behaviors contrasted

sharply with their perceptions of the church's position

on them. Petting before engagement and marriage are

reported as acceptable to the adolescents and

unacceptable to the church. Sex before marriage was

acceptable to more adolescents themselves than the number

who perceived the church accepting this behavior. On

this particular issue, there were more adolescents unsure

of their own beliefs than unsure of the church's

position.

Another issue that showed a definite difference was

the use of contraceptives by non-married persons. The

adolescents believed it was acceptable but perceived the

church's position as unaccepting. Many did not know what

the church's position was. The adolescents may have

connected the sex before marriage issue with the

contraceptive use question. One adolescent asked if

contraceptive use validates sex before marriage. For the

adolescents who found contraceptive use by non-married

persons unacceptable, some of the possible reasons could

be: they will make decisions so that it is not needed or
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they will not plan to have sex; if it just happens, they

will not take the responsibility to choose contraception.

The adolescents expressed the most uncertainty (24%)

about their belief concerning masturbation; most

adolescents, however, (60%) said that it is

unacceptable. A large number reported uncertainty about

the church's position on masturbation. 0ne adolescent

commented, "The church doesn't say anything about this so

how can we know what it accepts?"

0n three issues the adolescent' beliefs and their

perceptions of the church's position were decidedly

similar: a young woman becoming pregnant outside of

marriage, a young man making a young woman pregnant

outside of marriage, and homosexual acts. Few

adolescents expressed uncertainty about their beliefs in

these areas.

lt is noteworthy that in the ranking of sources of

influence, the category of friends was the most

frequently selected (by 145 adolescents). Self was

included by 134 adolescents and 107 included movies,

books, and television. The next four in descending order

were familial factors: mother, parents jointly, father,

and siblings. Ministers and school teachers have less
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Table 2

Adolescents‘ Beliefs about Various Sexual Issues

Issue Adolescent Beliefs

Accept- Unaccept- Don‘t

able able Know

Hugs, kisses/opposite sex 141 (92%) 5 ( 3%) 7 ( 5%)

Hugs, kisses/same sex 81 (53%) 62 (41%) 9 ( 6%)

Heavy petting before

marriage 67 (44%) 70 (46%) 16 (10%)

Heavy petting before

engagement 55 (36%) 81 (53%) 17 (11%)
Contraceptive use by

non-married persons 53 (35%) 85 (56%) 15 ( 9%)

Masturbation 24 (16%) 91 (60%) 36 (24%)

Sex before marriage 23 (15%) 117 (77%) 12 ( 8%)

Young woman becoming

pregnant outside of

marriage 14 ( 9%) 135 (88%) 5 ( 3%)

Young man making a young

woman pregnant outside

of marriage 12 ( 8%) 137 (89%) 5 ( 3%)

Homosexual acts 3 ( 2%) 145 (94%) 6 ( 4%)
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Table 3

Adolescents' Perception of Church's Position of Various

Sexual Issues

Issue Church's Position

Accept- Unaccept- Don't

able able Know

Hugs, kisses/6pp6S166 sex 96 (64%) 31 (21%) 22 (15%)
Hugs, kisses/same sex 89 (60%) 40 (27%) 20 (13%)

Contraceptive use by

non-married persons 14 ( 9%) 103 (67%) 36 (24%)
Heavy petting before

marriage 11 ( 7%) 113 (76%) 25 (17%)
Heavy petting before

engagement 10 ( 7%) 117 (77%) 24 (16%)

Masturbation 5 ( 3%) 80 (54%) 63 (43%)
Young man making a young

woman pregnant outside

of marriage 2 ( 1%) 142 (94%) 8 ( 5%)

Sex before marriage 1 ( 1%) 142 (95%) 6 ( 4%)

Young woman becoming

pregnant outside of

marriage 1 ( 1%) 142 (94%) 9 ( 5%)

Homosexual acts 1 ( 1%) 133 (88%) 18 (11%)
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influence (see Table 4). This particular ranking showed

the church (ministers) as one of the least influential

factors.

The adolescents reported their perceptions on how

much various factors influenced their beliefs about four

sexual behaviors. They responded that the church had

some influence on their beliefs about premarital sex and

homosexuality but little influence on contraceptive use

or masturbation. Friends were perceived as having "some"

to "much" influence on premarital sex beliefs,

contraceptive use, and homosexuality but less on

masturbation. The media has had some influence on

premarital sex, contraceptive use and homosexuality but

none on masturbation, according to their perceptions.

The school setting was seen as having no influence

on masturbation, but “some" or "much" on premarital sex,

contraceptive use, and homosexuality. These extra-

familial influences compare to the intra-familial

influences by the father and mother also not seen as

having influence on the adolescents in regards to

masturbation. Respondents perceived the fathers as

having less influence than the mothers in regards to

contraceptive use. Both parents are perceived as having

"much" influence on the attitudes toward premarital sex. T
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Table 4

Adolescents' Ranking of Sources of Influence——Freguency

of Appearance in Top 6 Placement

Factor Freguency

Friends 145

Self 134

Movies, books, TV 107

Mother 94

Parents jointly 84

Father 78

Siblings 66

Minister(s) 62

School teacher 55

0ther 37

Regarding homosexuality, the response is mixed from no

influence at all to "much" influence (see Table 5 for

specific data).

Hoge, Petrillo, and Smith (1982) looked at parent-

child value transmission and found that denominational

membership predicted children's publicly stated values

more than did their parents‘ values. They suggested that1
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value socialization takes place in cultural subgroups

more than in nuclear families. The present study showed

that the cultural subgroup (the Mennonite Church) may

have an impact on beliefs about sexuality but influence

is perceived from friends, not from the church or family.

A study by deVaus (1983) found that parents were

more important than peers in the realm of religious

beliefs, and did not make a connection with sexual

attitudes although this connection could be made. Hoge,

Petrillo, and Smith (1982) stated that sexual beliefs are

more closely associated with religious beliefs than any

other nonreligion area. The findings in this study,

however, did not show that the adolescents' parents were

more influential than their peers in regards to sexual
’ beliefs. In fact, it appeared that in this sample, the

adolescent was "dumped into a society of his peers" as

asserted by Coleman (1971). A partial explanation could

be that in this particular group, the peers are

socialized in much the same way and therefore their

influence is not resisted as might occur with influence

from friends outside the cultural subgroup.

As in Daughterty and Baugher's (1984) study, the

adolescents did not perceive the church as being

influential. Their study was done with college students
.
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and the church was not understood as an influence at that

particular stage of development. It appeared in the

present study that the adolescents were fairly devout,

using frequency of attendance of activities as a

criterion for that factor. But even devout adolescents

did not perceive the church as influential. The church's

lack of addressing sexual issues may be the reason for

this incongruence.

Based on an analysis of items, the age of the

adolescent made only a slight difference in the

responses. When comparing the age groups of early

adolescents (14 years old and younger) and late

adolescents (17 years and older), there is no significant

difference in their perceptions of the amount of
’ influence the congregation has on persons in general and

on the adolescents' sexuality. Both age groups reported

"little" or "some" influence. The two age groups were

both reluctant to address a question dealing with

sexuality‘to their parents, a school teacher or an adult

at church. They would more likely ask their friends or

read a book or magazine to answer their questions.

Both age groups (early adolescents and late

adolescents) reported that heavy petting before

engagement and marriage, sex before marriage (late
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Table 5
Adc1cscshrs· ccmgsrischs cr Sources cr Ih£1uchcc

Rsgsruihg Sexual Issues

No Very

Influeuce Some Much Much

Issue Q Z Q Z Q Z Q Z

Prcmsrirsl scx
Church 20 (13) 67 (43) 43 (28) 25 (16)
Father 28 (18) 46 (30) 47 (30) 35 (22)

Friends 11 ( 7) 51 (33) 50 (32) 44 (28)
Media 29 (19) 71 (46) 37 (24) 18 (11)

Mother 17 (11) 37 (24) 53 (34) 49 (31)

School setting I5 (10) 54 (35) 52 (33) 34 (22)
Self 26 (17) 53 (36) 38 (26) 32 (21)

Comtraceptive use

Church 84 (55) 48 (31) I4 ( 9) 7 ( 5)
rsrhsr 81 (53) BI (20) 26 (17) 15 (10)

rrichus 34 (22) 55 (36) 47 (31) 17 (11)

Msuis 27 (18) 64 (42) 4I (27) 20 (13)
Mother 60 (40) 38 (25) 28 (18) 26 (17)

School schhihg 27 (17) 61 (40) 41 (27) 24 (16)

Self 34 (24) 44 (31) 32 (22) 33 (23)
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Table 5 (continued)

No Very

Influence Some Much Much
Issue Q Z Q Z Q Z Q Z

Masturbation
church 91 (61) 42 (28) 5 ( 3) 12 ( 8)
Father 98 (65) 27 (18) 12 ( 8) 13 ( 9)
Friends 52 (34) 50 (33) 25 (17) 24 (16)

Media 75 (50) 55 (37) 9 ( 6) 11 ( 7)
Mother 91 (61) 31 (21) 9 ( 6) 19 (12)
School setting 67 (44) 42 (28) 21 (14) 21 (14)

Self 49 (33) 36 (25) 22 (15) 39 (27)
Homosexuality

Church 33 (21) 49 (32) 34 (22) 39 (25)

Father 51 (33) 35 (23) 33 (21) 36 (23)
Friends 24 (15) 35 (23) 42 (27) 54 (35)
Media 29 (19) 51 (33) 41 (26) 34 (22)

Mother 50 (33) 27 (17) 38 (25) 39 (25)
School setting 28 (18) 48 (31) 33 (21) ‘46 (30)
Self 39 (27) 32 (22) 19 (13) 55 (38)
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adolescents felt more strongly), contraceptive use and

pregnancy outside marriage (late adolescents felt more

strongly that the young man making a young woman pregnant

was unacceptable), and homosexual acts were unacceptable

or very unacceptable. Although most also believed that

masturbation is unacceptable, there was uncertainty in

both groups.

Late adolescents (more so than early adolescents)

indicated the church has had influence on beliefs about

premarital sex, (3, g=79) = 11.04, p < .05 (see Table

6). However, both groups reported that the church has

not influenced them on the issue of contraceptive use.

Twice as many late adolescents as early perceived the

church's influence on their beliefs about

masturbation, 9.93, p < .05. Both groups

perceived some church's influence on homosexuality and

both groups perceived themselves as being able to come to

their conclusions about their sexual values, with the

late adolescents stating it more strongly.

When comparing the adolescents according to the

school type currently enrolled in (either public school

or Mennonite school), there was no difference as to how

much influence was perceived by the adolescents on the

congregation's overall influence and influence on
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Table 6
Church Influence on Adolescents' Beliefs about Various

Sexual Issues According to Age

Amount of Influence

Age n not at all some much very much

Premarital Sexa

14 and younger 38 8 (21%) 18 (47%) 7 (19%) 5 (13%)

17 and older 41 1 ( 3%) 14 (34%) 16 (39%) 10 (24%)

. bContracegtive Use

14 and younger 37 21 (57%) 13 (35%) 2 ( 5%) 1 ( 3%)

17 and older 41 22 (54%) 10 (24%) 7 (17%) 2 ( 5%)

Masturbationc
14 and younger 36 24 (67%) 8 (22%) 0 ( 0%) 4 (11%)
17 and older 40 16 (40%) 18 (45%) 4 (10%) 2 ( 5%)
a ‘X?(3, g=79) = 11-O4, 9 <-05
b no significant difference
C 9-93, Q <-05
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sexuality. The adolescents who attended a Mennonite

school were no more likely to ask a school teacher a

question regarding sexual matters than those who attended

a public school, but were more likely to read a magazine

or book to obtain an answer to a question regarding sex.

Adolescents who attended public school believed that

petting before engagement is acceptable behavior as

compared to the students who attend a Mennonite school.

Even though the numbers were small, more of this same

group also reported that pregnancy outside of marriage is

an acceptable behavior significantly more often (Table 7)

than the adolescents attending a Mennonite school,

7Ü71, n=13A) = 6.61, p <.O5. School type was not

significantly related to beliefs about masturbation and

homosexuality.

The school setting was perceived as being equally

influential to public and Mennonite school attenders on

the issue of premarital sex and contraceptive use. The

school setting was not significantly related to the

issues of masturbation and homosexuality. The school

type made no difference in how the adolescents perceived

themselves being able to come to their own conclusions l
about their sexual attitudes. 1
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Table 7

Beliefs Regarding Pregnancy 0utSide Marriage Categorized

by Scheel Type

Den't

School type p Acceptable Unacceptable Know

Public Scheel 72 11 (15%) 57 (80%) 4 ( 5%)

Mennonite Scheel 67 2 ( 3%) 64 (96%) 1 ( 1%)

When comparing the adelescents by gender, both males

and females perceived the congregation as influential in

general but less influential en sexuality in particular.

The males felt more Strengly abeut the unacceptability of

hugs and kisses between friends ef the same sex than the

females did, 1(%A, p?1A8) = 19.96, p <.05 (see Table 8).

Beth said the church, their father, and their mother had

little influence en their beliefs about centraceptive

use. Friends and the school setting were perceived as

much more influential.

Cencerning masturbatien, both males and females

perceived their father and their mother as not

influential. Friends were more influential; however,
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Table 8

Beliefs Concerning Hugsz Kisses between Friends of the

Same Sex Categorized by Gender

Don't

Gender g Acoeptable Unacceptable Know

Maies 66 22 (33%) 39 (59%) 5 ( 6%)
Females 82 56 (68%) 22 (27%) 4 ( 5%)

both sexes felt that they have done their own thinking

about this issue. Mothers were rated as influencing the

girls more than the boys regarding homosexuality. Both

peroeived that they have come to their own conolusions

regarding their beliefs about sexuality, but the females

felt it more strongly.
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Summary and Conclusions

The extent to which the adolescents perceived that

external influences have been important in their choice

of sexual values was limited to two factors——their

friends and the media (movies, books and television). Of

lesser importance were their family and the church.

Their friends may be part of the church since their

frequency of attendance of activities with Mennonites was

very high. Perhaps their friends are also "interpreters

of the faith," increasing in importance during the pre-

adolescent and adolescent years when parental influence

decreases. Their influence by the media is a phenomenon

of recent years--in sharp contrast to the era 25 years

ago in which Mennonite youth were strictly forbidden to

go to the movies or own a television.

Because of this rapid change in the prevalence of

television viewing, the parents of the adolescents in

this population have not had models of how to watch and

discuss programs or movies with their children. Parents

need to monitor the programs, watch with their children,

and discuss the content with their children to aid them

in processing what they have seen. This will enable the

41
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parents to provide a balance to the powerful influence

the media has on this age group.

As a group, the adolescents perceived the church's

position on the acceptability of various behaviors as

unaccepting of all behaviors except hugs and kisses

between members of the same and the opposite sex. Their
* own beliefs tend to follow that of the church, with more

ambivilance about the church. Although they stated that

the church has little or no influence on their sexual

perceptions, they nevertheless responded similarly to the

church‘s position on the acceptable/unacceptable

evaluation of various sexual issues.

The adolescents' confusion about the importance of

the church's influence may be a result of their lack of

maturation. It may be some years in the future when the

adolescents (perhaps then 25-30 years old) can clearly

perceive which factors have truly influenced their

sexuality attitudes as well as other attitudes as well.

Conversely, young children may be influenced by the

family and church, internalize these beliefs, and be

unaware of the source of these beliefs.

In this population, the differences between the early

and late adolescents were minimal. Regarding the four

sexual issues (premarital sex, contraceptive use,
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masturbation and homosexuality) both the early and late

adolescents reported "some," "much,“ or "very much"

influence of self, indicating that they believed that

their internal influences were stronger than the

external. Perhaps the parents have been able to remove

themselves as the source, as recommended by Maccoby and

Martin (1983), so that their child made internal rather

than external attributions.

Perhaps the close ties between the parents and the

church as indicated by membership in the church could

have created ambivalance in this sample. Even if the

adolescent did not claim the parents as influential,

their responses concerning the acceptability of various

sexual behaviors reflected their bias toward the

perceived attitudes of the church. In that case, the

influence of the sociocultural milieu as referred to by

Maccoby and Martin (1983) may be the factor.

Because the adolescents named their friends and the

media as the two most influential factors in their sexual

attitudes, persons in helping positions need to seek ways

to ensure those influences are positive forces. When

providing education for the adolescent, the need to also

instruct the peer group is evident.
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Further research needs to be done in order to

identify the sources of influence more clearly. Perhaps

studying the younger age groups may yield an insight into

when various influences have the most impact and what

those influences are. Problems would arise however,

because younger children are unable to verbalize this

abstract thinking.

If the Mennonite Church intends to influence its

young people in helpful, healthy ways, it needs to

seriously address the subject of sexuality. lt appears

from this study that the church is not impacting the

adolescents—-at least they are not aware of the impact.

Much can be done to remedy this situation and must be

done as life becomes more complicated in the future. The

church needs to plan programs and provide services which

will aid families-—particularly parents and children--in

dealing with life issues. If this does not occur, other

influences will make an impact and the church will become

just another organization on the fringes of the

adolescents‘ lives. Since this is not the desired goal

of the church, steps must be taken to prevent this from

happening. With insightful planning and assertive

creativity, the important services can be offered. To

avoid action would be to risk the loss of influencing the
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adolesceht group in meahihgful ways, thus affectihg

future geheratiohs of the church.
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Appendix A

Youth I‘Iinister°s Letter to Youth Leaders

I • iVirgm a
OM€HHODlt¢•• '9•

February 1987

Dear Virginia Conference Youth Sponsor:

Greetings! I an writing to ask for your help once again. Re at
VMC Youth Ministries are still doing research regarding many of the
complex issues facing today's teesgers and especially those God has
entrusted to our care. Many of you participated in the survey that we
set out last August and have bee inforraed of the results during our
Fall Training Seinars. ‘I'he survey gave us aore direction than we
eve anticipatad and we want to thank you for your help.

Well, we need your help again. Enclosed you will find eurveys to
be give to your youth. _This survey was writte by Gloria Lehnen who
is doing graduate work for Virginia Tech. Sha is hoping to learn
specifically how our young people feel about their own sexuality and
the issues surrounding this topic. This infornation will not be
published publicly but used for Glori.a's research purposes and again
give direction to VMC Youth Ministries for future progran developeet.
All infornation will be kept confidetial.

Please follow the eclosed instructions for giving and returning the
survey to Gloria. Thank you for your help. May God richly bless you
in your ainiatry in the days ahead.

Sincerely,

San Scaggs
VMC Youth Minister

SS:pb

Enclosures

cc Sanuel 0. Weaver
VMC kecutive Secretary

A9
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Appendix B

Instructions to Youth Leaders for

To: MYF Sponsors
From: Gloria L. Lehman
Date: March 1987
Re: Instructions for Administering the Questionnaires for Virginia MennoniteConference Adolescents

Thank you for taking time during one of your important youth meetings todistribute the enclosed questionnaire to the youth of your congregation.Your youth group has been randomly selected to participate. Thefindings from this questionnaire will provide insight into adolescents'needs; these may be positively responded to by persons in helpingpositions in the Church. Conference leaders, Sam Weaver and Sam Scaggs,have approved this study in addition to the Virginia MennoniteConference Family Resource Center Board. Parental permission needs tobe obtained to comply with Federal guidelines and Virginia Tech°spolicies.

The first step to getting the questionnaires completed is to set a datein March when your group will take time to do this (approximately 20minutes is required). Next, write this date in the blank in theparents' letter and on the permission slip. Distribute the letterseither by placing them in the parents' mailbox in church the Sundayimmediately following the date you receive them or hand them to theparents directly. On the date that you have specified for distribution,be sure that each adolescent who completes a questionnaire brings a~signed permission slip from their parents. You may need to remind theparents and teens about returning the slips.
Your cooperation with the following instructions will help to ensurethat the study is conducted in a scientific manner. Please read theseinstructions and a copy of the questionnaire before distributing thequestionnaire; call me if you have any questions so that all points areclear before the adolescents see the questionnaire.
Please use the following instructions, reading aloud the bold print:1. Collect permission slips; place them in the labeled envelope.Distribute the questionnaires to the adolescents who have returned thesigned permission slips.
2. Say to the participating adolescents:a) Position yourselvea in the roon so that you can be assured ofprivacy while conpleting the questionnaire.b) Refrain fro•_ggy discussion while answering the questionnaire.Coments should be held until all the questionnairea have been sealed in ‘
the envelopea.

c) Read the cover page. (Pause.) Answer each iten as seriously andthoughtfully as possible because inaccurate responses will hurt the
lresearch project. ‘
I3. Explain the procedure for ensuring anonymity and confidentiality:a) Place your completed questionnaire in a long white envelope I(which I have) and seal it. I
1
1
1
1so {
I
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b. All individual envelopes are placed in the large brown envelope
addressed to the researcher (along with the envelope containing
permission slips).
5. Within sight of the adolescents, the sponsors seal the envelope.
This may be made into a somewhat ceremonious action, if desired.
6. Put the envelope containing the completed questionnaires in the mail
the day immediately following.

Upon the completion of the questionnaires, the adolescents may want to
discuss how they feel about the various sources of influence in their
lives. Please use your best judgment in this situation, referring in-
depth questions to persons who can assist the adolescents in sorting out
the complex factors involved.

In order for me to meet my deadline for completing my thesis, I must
receive the completed questionnaires by April 7. Please do everything
you can to meet this date. While it is most ideal for a large number of
adolescents to answer the questionnaire, any adolescent who is absent
when the questionnaire is distributed will not be included in the study
nor will an adolescent who does not bring a signed permission slip.
Please call me if I can be of help in any way--703/953-2676. And again,
thank you very much for your cooperation and assistance.

1

1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
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Appendix C i

Parental Permission Letter

Wallace AnnexDcpanment ol Family and Child Development . _· College ol Human Rcources March1987Dear
Parents of MYFers, I

As you know, adolescence is a turbulent time for young people. It can
cause upheaval for both parents and teenagers! I am trying to help resolve
just a small piece of that turmoil by researching the question "How does the
Mennonite Church influence ado1escent's beliefs about sexuality?" This
research project has two purposes: it will help me fulfill the requirements
for getting my master°s degree in Family Studies at Virginia Tech and will also
provide some information for the Virginia Mennonite Conference Family Resource
Center (which will open in July 1987) about the kinds of resources needed by
families and congregations to help our adolescents.

Sam Weaver, Virginia Mennonite Conference Executive Secretary, and Sam
Scaggs, Youth Minister, in addition to the Virginia Mennonite Conference Family
Resource Center Board, have given their approval and support to this endeavor.
Parental permission is also needed to comply with Federal guidelines and
Virginia Tech's policies.

Virginia Mennonite Conference youth will be asked to complete a
U

questionnaire which asks them to think about the amount of influence various
persons and factors have had on their beliefs about sexuality. They will have
an opportunity to indicate how their personal beliefs are like or unlike the
Church's position in regard to sexual behaviors. They will also describe their
involvement with the Mennonite Church. A copy of the questionnaire is
available for your examination. To see it, please contact the youth sponsons
in your congregation. „

Each individual's response will be entirely confidential; no attenpt will
be eade to satch the completad questionnaire with an individual adolescent or
faaily. Although your persission for your child to participate in this project
is entirely voluntary, I hope you will support this effort to understand aore
about how teenagers perceive influencing factors in their lives. Please sign

4 the for: below and return it to the youth sponsors with your teen by the date
of . On that date, the questionnaires will be distributed:
your teenls participation depends on having the pernission slip in hand.

Thank you very auch for your help. If you have questions, please call se
at 703/953-2676.

Sägcarelyzxl:
E

loris L. Lehman

Please Detach Here
I give permission to ay son/daughter to cosplete the questionnaire on how the
Church influences adolescents' beliefs about sexuality.

Signature

Be sure your teen returns this slip to the youth sponsor on .
vuynurbquxnueuuuamesxlssetmnenuy

52
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Appendix D
Questionnaire .

Virginia Hennonite Conference Adolescents'

Bellefa abont Sexuality

The purpose of this questionnaire is to gather information from Mennonite adolescents on

what they believe about the important issue of sexuality. Your honest response to the

following questions will provide information to guide persons in helping positions to plan,
‘ develop, and provide prograas, materials, and resource persons which will meet the needs of

your part of the church. You are part of a sample of several hundred teenagers who are

coapleting this questionnaire.

Please read the questions carefully and answer all of them as best you can. Write any

comments you have on the survey sheets at any point. Do not sign your name on the

. questionnaire. The information is confidential; no one will know what your responses are. You

don't have to finish the questionnaire but I hope that you will.

Fold and place your finished questionnaire in the envelope provided by your sponsor. Seal

the envelope and give it to your sponsor who will return it for the tabulation of responses.

Thank you for your help in—this project.

Gloria L. Lehman

VMC Family Resource Center Board Member

Graduate Student, Virginia Tech
616 Washington St. #7

Blacksburg, VA 26060

53
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1. On the whole, what level of influence would you say your congregstion has on the lives ofyoung people who attend? (circle a nnber)
1 auch influence 2 some influence 3 little influence 6 no influence

2. On the whole, how auch influence would you say your congregation has on the young people'sbeliefs about sexuality? (circle a nusber)
1 such influence 2 sone influence 3 little influence 6 no influence

If you had a serious question regarding your personal sexuality, where or to whom would youaost likely go for an answer? (Circle one nunber on each line which best lndicates yourreaponse).
1 • very unlikely 2 • unlikely 3 • likely 6 • very likely

3. Handle it by myself, no matter what . . . . . . . 1 2 3 66. Ask ny parents about it . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 3 6 ‘5. Ask ny friends about it . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 3 66. Asketeacheratschool.............1 2 3 67. Read e book or magazine related to the question . 1 2 3 6 l
8. Talk to an adult at church about it . . . . . . . 1 2 3 69. Sons other resource, if any (please explain) . . 1 2 3 6

In the following section, think about what position the Church takes on certain issues relatedto sexuality and what position ggg take on the same issues. Circle one number in both the "nyposition' colusn ggg one number in the 'Church position' column for each issue.
1 • very acceptable 2 • acceptable· 3 • unacceptable 6 • very unacceptable S • don't know

sy position Church position10. 1 2 3 6 5 -hugs, kisses between friends of 1 2 3 6 5 20.the opposite sex.11. 1 2 3 6 5 -hugs, kisses between friends of 1 2 3 6 5 21.the sane ses.12. 1 2 3 6 5 ·heavy petting before engagement. 1 2 3 6 5 22.13. 1 2 3 6 S ·heavy petting before marriege. 1 2 3 6 S 23.16. 1 2 3 6 5 -ses (intercourse) before merriage. 1 2 3 6 S 26.15. 1 2 3 6 5 -contraceptive (birth control) use 1 2 3 6 S 25.by non-narried persons.16. 1 2 3 6 · 5 —young woman beconing pregnant 1 2 3 6 5 26.outside of narriage.17. 1 2 3 6 5 -young man aking a young woman 1 2 3 6 5 27.pregnant outside of ssrrisge.18. 1 2 3 6 5 ·nasturbation. 1 2 3 6 5 28.19. 1 2 3 6 S -homosexual acts. l 2 3 6 5 29.

The following section asks you to think about who or what has had the most influence on yourbeliefs about sexuality. Using the alphabetical list on the right below, place the person(s)or factor ia the corresponding rank position, according to what level of influence they have ‘
sd on yon. _ .

, 30. 1st most iaportant- father school teacher_ 31. 2nd most important _ friends self32. 3rd most important ¤inister(s) siblings33. 6th most important mother other36. 5th most inportant movies, books, TV (please explain)35. 6th most inportant parents jointly

I
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Many things influence us, some more than others. We can also think for ourselves. In the list
below, try to nke conparisons about the extent to which each factor has influenced you.

1 • not at all 2 • some 3 • much A • very much

Regarding your beliefs about presarital ses. how much have you been influenced by:· 36. the church? 1 2 3 A
37. your father? 1 2 3 A
38. your friends? 1 2 3 A
39. the media? 1 2 3 A
A0. your aother? 1 2 3 A
Al. your school setting? l 2 3 A
A2. no one other than yourself? 1 2 3 A

Regarding your bellefs about contraceptive use, how much have you been influenced by:
A3. the church? 1 2 3 A
AA. your father? 1 2 3 A
A5. your friends? l 2 3 A
A6. the nedia? 1 2 3 AA7. your mother? 1 2 3 A
A8. your school setting? ' l 2 3 A
A9. no one other than yourself? 1 2 3 A

Regarding your beliefs about nasturbstion, how much have you been influenced by:
S0. the church? 1 2 3 A
S1. your father? 1 2 3 A
52. your friends? 1 2 ' 3 A
S3. the media? 1 2 3 A

_ SA. your aother? 1 2 3 A
SS. your school setting? 1 2 3 A
56. no one other than yourself? 1 2 3 A

Regardlng your beliefs about homosexuallty, how much have you been influenced by:
S7. the church? 1 2 3 A
S8. your father? l 2 3 A
S9. your friends? 1 2 3 A
60. the media? 1 2 3 A .
61. your mother? 1 2 3 A
62. your school setting? 1 2 3 A
63. no one other than yourself? 1 2 3 A 1

6A. To what degree have you been able to come to your own conclusions about what your sexual
values are? (circle a number)

I
1 not at all 2 somewhat 3 pretty much A totally

In this section, I would like you to tell ae about your involvenent and·attachaent to the
Hennonite Church.

What ls your connection with the Mennonite Church? Circle all the uunbers that apply to your
family.

65. both parents are members 68. 1 am not a member now, but will join in the future
66. only one parent is a member 69. I am unsure about my plans to join the Mennonite Church
67. I am a member 70. none of my family are members but we attend a Mennonite

congregation _

71. I attend activities at s Mennonite Church or with Mennonites (other than school, if I
attend s Mennonite school) including Sunday morning services times per month.
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What types of activities in the church have you been involved with in the past? (Circle thenunbers of gl; that apply to you.)
72. worship service 77. roller skating73. Sunday School 78. church—related camp76. MYF (youth group) 79. youth retreat (winter camp, etc.)75. vacation Bible School 80. Va Conference Assembly76. Torchbearer/Wayfarers 81. Other (please explain)

6
Rate the following activities according to how frequently you do then.

daily 3 times/week weekly never
82I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I O II83.

engage in personal prayer ............ 1 2 3 686. pray with others . . . . . . . . . ...... . . 1 2 3 685. read devotional books . . . . .......... 1 2 3 686. read books and/or magazines (With) by Mennonite
authors or about Mennonite beliefs and history . . 1 2 3 6

How well does the church meet your needs? Would you say that——(circle the nunbera of all thatapply to you)
87. you experience fellowship with God
88. you experience meaningful sharing with other Mennonites89. the congregation you attend aeets your needs for worship, fellowship and spiritual growth90. your needs are not set st church
This last part is your chance to tell an a little about yourself. Renenber that you and yourquestionnaire will not be aatched in any way: your answers are coepletely confidential.
91. How old were you on your last birthday?
92. Are you (circle ooe nunber) 1 • male _ 2

-
female93. This year I an attending: (circle one uunber)

1 a public school 2 a Mennonite school 3 a non·Mennonite private school6 I have already gradusted or an not attending school.
For elementary school, write the nunber of years you attended each type of school:96. public 95. Mennonite 96. other private
For junior high school, write the uunber of years you attended each type of school:· 97. public 98. Mennonite 99. other private
For high school, write the nunber of years you attended each type of school:100. public 101. Mennonite 102. other private
103. What is your mother's occupation

- 106. What is your father's occupatlon
105. If the Mennonite Church offered programs on sexuality, which of the following would youmost likely attend? (Circle one nunber).

1 • classes 2 ~ retreats 3 • parent & teen workshops 6 • film seriesS • I don't think this subject should be discussed. .
Is there anything else you uant an to know about what you believe and feel about sexual_ issues? If so, please use this space for telling ae. .

Your contribution to this-effort is greatly appreciated. Results from this study will be usedby Virginia Mennonite Conference Youth Ministries and the Family Resource Center.






